
Data Management: Komprise and dynaMigs launch partnership 
 

dynaMigs will combine Komprise’s software for multi-cloud environments with expert service 
and support 

 
Munich, XX February 2021 – dynaMigs and Komprise have closed a partnership agreement 
for the DACH region. dynaMigs, a leading service provider for data migration, data 
management and process automation for the mid-market and enterprises, will become 
reseller for Komprise’s industry-first Multi-Cloud Data Management-as-a-Service Platform. 
dynaMigs will also offer comprehensive services to Komprise users, including consulting 
services, installation, support and data analysis. This cooperation enables customers to 
reducing costs by using the right storage for the right data. 
 
As a leading service provider for data migration, data management and process automation, 
dynaMigs will add Komprise within their own toolset to complete their service portfolio.  
Proper data management builds the foundation for successful data migrations. Komprise’s 
software analyses data on storage systems and lists an organization’s complete existing 
data. This enables users to transfer cold data to inexpensive storage systems and achieve 
significant cost reductions. At the same time, the software can help IT service providers in 
the selection of storage hardware, the planning of migrations and the budgeting of projects. 
With the help of Komprise, salespeople can easily get the necessary overview of data assets 
and structure in the pre-sales assessment. 
 
“As data management has become a growth segment for us, we have learned how 
customers and IT service providers are looking for solutions that help them manage their 
complex and ever growing data landscape well”, said Michael Krett, Managing Director, 
dynaMigs. “Komprise can help to save up to 70 percent of storage, backup, and cloud costs 
by migrating data on inexpensive systems without any downtime. We look forward to work 
even closer with Komprise in the DACH region.” 
 
“We are pleased to partner with dynaMigs given their deep expertise and knowledge of 
storage.  We are excited to bring the benefits of global data management to DACH 
companies to address explosive data growth within tight budgets," says Clare Loveridge, VP 
EMEA Sales, Komprise. 
 
About dynaMigs 
dynaMigs is a leading IT service provider that covers the full range of storage services from 
data migration, data management to process automation for large and medium-sized 
corporations. dynaMigs, headquartered in Graefelfing near Munich, provides its services 
worldwide and helps companies to reduce storage costs and to migrate their data from any 
source to any target. www.dynamigs.com 
 
About Komprise 
Komprise is the industry’s only multi-cloud data management-as-a-service that frees you to 
easily analyze, mobilize, and access the right file and object data across clouds without 
shackling your data to any vendor. With Komprise Intelligent Data Management, you are 

http://www.dynamigs.com/


able to know first, move smart, and take control of massive unstructured data growth while 
cutting 70% of enterprise storage, backup, and cloud costs. komprise.com 
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